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SPEAKERS INCLUDE

Arraz Makhzani, Associate Director – Workplace Analytics, UnWork

Arraz supports UnWork in its research, workplace strategy and workplace analytics projects, in which he has worked with
numerous companies to help them understand their physical workspace and the future of work. He is interested in the interface
between technology and behaviour, as well as how workplace behaviour changes with new methods and technologies. He also has
a keen interest in how organisations can maximise the productivity and wellbeing of staff through understanding the influences
on behaviour and health that affect the workforce. During his time at UnWork, Arraz has worked on a number of large real estate
strategy projects, supporting through the use of analytical methods to illustrate how organisations work today and elucidate the
challenges and opportunities of the future. Recent projects Arraz has worked on include diverse clients such as: M&S, the BBC,
Penguin Random House, Virgin Media, Liberty Global, Microsoft, AUDE, Citi, L&G and The Royal Society.

Tim Ahrensbach, Global Workplace Strategist - LEGO Workplace Experience

As Global Workplace Strategist Tim is responsible for creating global concepts and strategies for the LEGO Group’s workplaces and
ensuring that these are distilled into the everyday workplace experience of the company’s 18,000+ employees. Tim is currently
designing unique LEGO concepts and experiences for the LEGO Group’s new global headquarter in Denmark, the 55,000 sq. m.
LEGO Campus set to open in 2022. Previous to joining the LEGO Group Tim has worked in the intersection between workspace
consultancy and urban strategy and has delivered and managed workspaces across the UK, Denmark, East Asia, the Middle East
and East Africa.

Jeremy Myerson, Director, WORKTECH Academy & Research Professor, RCA

An academic researcher, author and activist in workplace design and innovation, Jeremy holds the Helen Hamlyn Chair of Design
at the Royal College of Art and is a Visiting Fellow at the University of Oxford. Jeremy has published several influential books on
workplace design and he sits on the international advisory boards of design institutes in South Korea, Switzerland and Hong Kong.
Named by Wired magazine as one of Britain’s 100 most influential people in digital technology, he was awarded an Honorary
Doctorate by the Royal College of Art in 2016 for his work in design research.

Andrew Barnes, Architect of 4 Day Week, Founder of Perpetual Guardian

Innovator, entrepreneur and philanthropist Andrew Barnes has made a career of market-changing innovation and industry
digitisation. Most recently, in New Zealand, Andrew triggered a revolution of the entire fiduciary and legal services industries, and
the transformation he has led as the founder of Perpetual Guardian has positive implications both locally and globally (as
evidenced by his announcement of the four-day week, which made headlines around the world).
The result has seen him establish 4 Day Week Global and the 4 Day Week Global Foundation with his partner, Charlotte Lockhart.
Their vision for this is to provide a community environment for companies, researchers/academics and interested parties to be
able to connect and advance this idea as part of the future of work.

Primo Orpilla, Founder, Studio O+A 

Primo Orpilla is the co-founder of Studio O+A, a multi-disciplinary San Francisco design firm that has changed the way we think
about work and workplace. O+A’s ground breaking designs for Facebook, Microsoft, Yelp, Nike, McDonald’s, Slack and many other
companies have demonstrated the power of design to make the work environment a catalyst for creativity and a vehicle for change.
As Global Chair of Student Experience at IIDA, he works to promote design education and expand opportunities for young people in
the profession. A frequent lecturer on design and the future of workplace, Primo speaks at schools and design conferences globally,
empowering the next generation of designers. In 2016 O+A won the Cooper Hewitt Design Award for Interior Design. In 2017 FRAME
Publishers released a comprehensive retrospective of the firm’s work: Studio O+A: Twelve True Tales of Workplace Design. Most
recently the American Society of Interior Designers’ honoured Primo with its 2019 Designer of Distinction Award.

Louise Dyrendahl, Nordic Workforce Advisory Leader, EY Consulting

As partner at EY with more than 22 years in Consulting, I am passionate about helping clients become better at what they do. Be it
a new, digital strategy, process optimization or cloud implementation, I thrive in discussing and finding solutions to clients’
business issues at hand. Ask me anything about my specialties Busines Transformation, HR, Talent, Workforces and Change (and
more below) and I’d be happy to talk. I currently manage the People Consulting / Workforce Advisory agenda in the Nordics, with a
group of +120 highly skilled professionals. I manage both large scale transformation programs and small projects. I love building
strong teams that deliver visible outcomes, and have been awarded for establishing and supporting global 2000 companies with
high performing teams.

WWW.WORKTECHEVENTS.COM/EVENTS/WORKTECH22-TOKYO/
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Michael Glazer, Senior Consultant, People Focus

Michael Glazer is a Certified Coach, Organizational Development Consultant, and Facilitator. His client work spans 15 countries
across four continents and focuses on helping leaders take care of people while taking care of business. He speaks English and
Japanese and has worked with leaders at major corporations, including Johnson & Johnson, Bayer, and Mitsubishi. Michael has
also guest-lectured at Kyoto University and at the United States Air Force Academy. Michael is a Japan business specialist. His
coaching focuses on helping Westerner navigate leadership challenges in Japan. Through proven performance coaching, deep
Japanese cultural expertise and a versatile, research-backed operating system for mental fitness, Michael helps clients take care
of people, including themselves, while they take care of business. He has facilitated leadership- and coaching-skills workshops for
thousands of Fortune 500 professionals over the past 20 years. Before becoming a leadership coach and consultant, Michael
served as the commercial and global functional head at leading firms including Morgan Stanley, public relations firm Burson-
Marsteller (now BCW), and Dell.

Yuki Kanamori, WORKSTYLE RESEARCH LAB, Workplace Researcher and Editor, Kokuyo

As well as providing consultation to office construction designs, Yuki is an editor for WORKSIGHT, an authoritative office-related
research magazine in Japan, and conducts international research on cutting-edge workplaces. His research encompasses both
office spaces and all other workspaces, including educational institutions such as universities, government offices, libraries, and
other public spaces, plus third-place community spaces such as co-working areas. Yuki regularly holds seminars regarding the
trends and knowledge gained through his research in seven Asian cities, including Singapore, Bangkok, and Kuala Lumpur. He
completed a Master’s in Strategic Interior Design in 2019 at the IE School of Architecture & Design. 

SPEAKERS INCLUDE
Philip Ross, Futurologist & CEO, Cordless Group & UNWORK

Philip is an author, consultant and commentator specialising in the future of work. He predicts the way that new trends and forces
such as emerging technology will shape how we work, live, learn and enjoy leisure. He has worked with organisations such as
Ernst &Young, Allen & Overy, GlaxoSmithKline, Cisco, McKinsey & Co, Pricewaterhouse Coopers, Royal Bank of Scotland, Nokia and
Ericsson on future concepts for work and the work place. Philip has spoken at conferences around the world including the Wall
Street Journal Europe CEO Forum on Converging Technologies, alt.office in the USA and Corenet’s Global Summits in Beijing,
Orlando, Auckland and Melbourne. In 1994 he founded Cordless Group with the publication of The Cordless Office Report. He has
written a number of books on the future of cities, work and workplace including The Creative Office, The 21st Century Office and
Space to Work (all co-authored with Jeremy Myerson). He has also contributed to a number of other books including the Corporate
Fool and the Responsible Workplace.

Hans Scholten, VP Corporate Real Estate, IoT Innovation Lead, Capgemini

Hans is a VP at Capgemini. He has a strong background in IT and his main focus has always been on innovation and disruptive
technologies. Nine years ago he got involved in Capgemini’s Real Estate Department and initiated the SmartOffice project. After
an extensive and disappointing market search he decided to build their own solution including sensors, reporting and workplace
app.

Ron Arad, Industrial designer, artist, and architectural designer

Born in Tel Aviv, educated at the Bezalel Academy of Arts and Design in Jerusalem 1971–73 and at the Architectural Association
School of Architecture in London 1974-79. Ron Arad’s career as a designer began with the Rover chair, a leather car seat of a Rover
V8 2L anchored on a tubular steel frame. In 1981 he co-founded the design and production studio One Off. From 1994 to 1999 he
established the Ron Arad Studio, design and production unit in Como, Italy. His subsequent tireless experimentation with the
possibilities of materials and technology, and his radical re-conception of the form and structure of objects has put him at the
forefront of contemporary design and architecture. Ron Arad was awarded the Royal Designer for Industry (RDI) in recognition of
his ‘sustained excellence in aesthetic and efficient design for industry’ in 2002, and was awarded the London Design Medal in
2011. He was professor of Design at the Hochschule in Vienna from 1994 to 1997, and later Professor of Design Products at the
Royal College of Art in London up until 2009, when he was made Professor Emeritus. In 2013 he was elected as a Royal
Academician by the Royal Academy of Art in London.

http://www.worktechevents.com/events/worktech22-tokyo/
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Steve Monaghan, General Partner, FinMirai

Steve Monaghan is a General Partner at FinMirai, a Limited Partner and investment committee member in True Global Ventures,
Vice Chairman of Borderless Healthcare Mobile China, a Board Member of Pulse Global and a private investor in Artificial
Intelligence, Life Sciences, Healthtech and FinTech. Originally a commercial pilot, Steve has held senior corporate and banking
roles in product, marketing, operations, innovation and general management. He has worked for leading corporations and
financial institutions including Dell, Compaq, Citigroup, OCBC, Shinsei, DBS Bank, Riyad Bank and AIA. Throughout his career,
Steve has specialized in introducing new business models, businesses and products in all major markets in Asia and has filed 6
patents in FinTech. Steve is a frequent presenter, author and lecturer around the world on subjects including innovation, banking,
insurance, working capital, M&A, artificial intelligence and investing. He has served as an adviser to Intel, Astri, AIA and Veritas
Genetics. Steve holds an EMBA with ‘first in class academic standing’ from the Helsinki School of Economics and has attended
senior leadership courses at IMD and Wharton.

Tom Pedersen, Founder and President of duXit

Tom Pedersen is the Founder and President of duXit, a consultancy specializing in leader development and aligning organization
and talent strategies. duXit develops leaders and top teams to take on the increasingly complex challenges of leading teams and
organizations in Asia. Tom has spent nearly 40 years in Asia, developing deep expertise in a host of senior human resource
positions, and was most recently the Senior Partner and Managing Director for Korn Ferry’s Leadership and Talent Consulting
business in Japan. Tom specializes in creating aligned organizational cultures where executives, teams, and individuals can
contribute their very best. Tom is also the President and Representative Director of Global Treehouse, a leader community for
Mindfitness and Innovation (www.globaltreehouse.com)

Apolline Picot, Creative Director APAC, Landor & Fitch

As Creative Director for APAC, Apolline supports driving Landor & Fitch’s strategic and creative vision. She has extensive
experience designing world-class workplace and retail projects in the region and across the globe. Apolline partners with some of
the most iconic brands, including Microsoft, Dell, Sephora, Shiseido, Khaadi, Birla Group, and Standard Chartered Bank,
ensuring that the brands are at the heart of inspiring spaces and experiences, and grounded in creativity, strategy, and technology
to support business growth. Apolline has been named in the top 10 of Asia’s best Future of Work Experts by SpeakIn, and her work
for Microsoft Asia HQ has recently won in the Office Interior category at the International Property Awards.

Dan Strode, Global Director of HR Culture & Strategy, Grupo Santander

Dan Strode is currently the Global Director of HR Culture & Strategy at Grupo Santander as well as being a professor at leading
business schools around the world including IE University in Madrid, Spain, and, Bologna Business School in Italy – teaching on
the topics of corporate culture and innovation. His first book “The Culture Advantage” was recently published and shares the eight
ingredients companies need to consider in order to build environments where innovation can thrive.

SPEAKERS INCLUDE

Dr. Agustin Chevez, Workplace Researcher and Consultant, Honorary Fellow, University of Melbourne

As an architect and academic, Dr Agustin Chevez has dedicated his career to understanding the notion of work and uncovering
environments that best support our working lives. His interest in the relationship between people, space and technology saw him
pursue a PhD on the evolution of workplace architecture as a consequence of technology development. His work has been
presented at various international forums and publications. Agustin is an Adjunct Research Fellow at the Centre For Design
Innovation, Swinburne University and an Honorary Fellow at the school of Management and Marketing, University of Melbourne.

http://www.worktechevents.com/events/worktech22-tokyo/
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Implementing a Smart Building Solution in Our 500+ Offices Worldwide, to Save 40M$+ per year
To make data driven decisions on the optimization of their portfolio of more than 500 offices worldwide, Capgemini implemented a smart
building solution based on LoRaWan technology and sensors. The real-time sensor data also enables their employees to easily find free desks or
rooms. Today contract renewals result in an average decrease of 10% in floorspace, which saves Capgemini more than 50M$ per year.

Hans Scholten, VP Corporate Real Estate, IoT Innovation Lead, Capgemini
Hans is a VP at Capgemini. He has a strong background in IT and his main focus has always been on innovation and disruptive technologies. Nine
years ago he got involved in Capgemini’s Real Estate Department and initiated the SmartOffice project. After an extensive and disappointing
market search he decided to build their own solution including sensors, reporting and workplace app.

Lego: New Hybrid ‘Best of Both’ Working Model
In Spring this year, the LEGO Group opened its newest flagship workspace LEGO Campus in Denmark. The building is inspired by the unique LEGO
values of fun, imagination and creativity and is designed to support the LEGO Group’s new hybrid working model, Best of Both. Tim shares the
history and thoughts behind the space and reveals what’s next for the LEGO group’s workplace experience.

Tim Ahrensbach, Global Workplace Strategist – LEGO Workplace Experience 
As Global Workplace Strategist Tim is responsible for creating global concepts and strategies for the LEGO Group’s workplaces and ensuring that
these are distilled into the everyday workplace experience of the company’s 18,000+ employees. Tim is currently designing unique LEGO
concepts and experiences for the LEGO Group’s new global headquarter in Denmark, the 55,000 sq. m. LEGO Campus set to open in 2022.

Creative Continuum: The Design and Art of Ron Arad 
Whether designing a tiny piece of jewellery or a large office tower, leading international architect and artist Ron Arad applies the same approach
combining curiosity, imagination, form-giving and material invention irrespective of scale. In this exclusive interview with WORKTECH Academy
director Jeremy Myerson, the much-acclaimed Israeli-born and London-based designer describes how he works, recalls his long relationship with
Japan and shares the process behind recent projects from his studio.  

Ron Arad, Industrial designer, artist, and architectural designer
Born in Tel Aviv, educated at the Bezalel Academy of Arts and Design in Jerusalem 1971–73 and at the Architectural Association School of
Architecture in London 1974-79. Ron Arad’s career as a designer began with the Rover chair, a leather car seat of a Rover V8 2L anchored on a
tubular steel frame. In 1981 he co-founded the design and production studio One Off. From 1994 to 1999 he established the Ron Arad Studio,
design and production unit in Como, Italy. His subsequent tireless experimentation with the possibilities of materials and technology, and his
radical re-conception of the form and structure of objects has put him at the forefront of contemporary design and architecture. Ron Arad was
awarded the Royal Designer for Industry (RDI) in recognition of his ‘sustained excellence in aesthetic and efficient design for industry’ in 2002,
and was awarded the London Design Medal in 2011. He was professor of Design at the Hochschule in Vienna from 1994 to 1997, and later
Professor of Design Products at the Royal College of Art in London up until 2009, when he was made Professor Emeritus. In 2013 he was elected
as a Royal Academician by the Royal Academy of Art in London.

The Culture Advantage
In this practical intervention, Dan will share – through a series of case studies – why it is critical that organisations and individuals continue to
learn and adapt on a daily basis, as well as embrace technology in all they do – so that they can innovative at scale and thrive in an ever
changing world. The intervention will share a number of helpful hints and tips you can immediately put into practice, to enhance your business
culture and stimulate innovation.

Dan Strode, Global Director of HR Culture & Strategy, Grupo Santander
Dan Strode is currently the Global Director of HR Culture & Strategy at Grupo Santander as well as being a professor at leading business schools
around the world including IE University in Madrid, Spain, and, Bologna Business School in Italy – teaching on the topics of corporate culture
and innovation. His first book “The Culture Advantage” was recently published and shares the eight ingredients companies need to consider in
order to build environments where innovation can thrive.

http://www.worktechevents.com/events/worktech22-tokyo/
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The Pilgrim’s Guide to the Workplace
Dr. Agustin Chevez walked in isolation for 42 days from Melbourne to Sydney expecting to incubate a unique idea about workplace design. Over a
million steps later, his pilgrimage delivered unique insights which he refers to as Signposts – named for their promise to point to a better place
to work for both, organisations and the people who inhabit them. In his talk, Agustin will take us in a journey that revisits our assumptions about
the way we use space to host the ever-evolving notion of work – an expedition leading not only to better workplaces, but a better version of
ourselves.

Dr. Agustin Chevez, Workplace Researcher and Consultant, Honorary Fellow, University of Melbourne
As an architect and academic, Dr Agustin Chevez has dedicated his career to understanding the notion of work and uncovering environments
that best support our working lives. His interest in the relationship between people, space and technology saw him pursue a PhD on the
evolution of workplace architecture as a consequence of technology development. His work has been presented at various international forums
and publications. Agustin is an Adjunct Research Fellow at the Centre For Design Innovation, Swinburne University and an Honorary Fellow at
the school of Management and Marketing, University of Melbourne.

Digital Safari
As more flexible work patterns, flexible organisations and flexible buildings emerge in the wake of the global pandemic, Philip, will give a big-
picture view of corporate responses to the challenge of hybrid working from around the world. Philip will introduce technology innovations and
trends that he is seeing in key workplaces and discuss solutions that can make your workplace flexible, engaging, optimized and deliver the best
employee experience.

Philip Ross, Futurologist & CEO, Cordless Group & UNWORK 
Philip is an author, consultant and commentator specialising in the future of work. He predicts the way that new trends and forces such as
emerging technology will shape how we work, live, learn and enjoy leisure. He has worked with organisations such as Ernst &Young, Allen &
Overy, GlaxoSmithKline, Cisco, McKinsey & Co, Pricewaterhouse Coopers, Royal Bank of Scotland, Nokia and Ericsson on future concepts for
work and the work place.

Changing Frontiers: Global Trends for the New World of Work
Amid recurring layers of disruption, one constant now illuminates the world of work and workplace. This is a consistent line of travel towards
flexible working, including its hybrid and remote variants, in the aftermath of the global pandemic. A significant majority of the workforce today
express a desire for flexibility. More companies believe that supporting and enabling flexible work should be a priority. In this session,
WORKTECH Academy director Jeremy Myerson draws on stories and evidence from around the Academy network to present a picture of what is
happening inside organisations and office buildings around the world.

Jeremy Myerson, Director, WORKTECH Academy, Professor Emeritus, Royal College of Art
An academic researcher, author and activist in workplace design and innovation, Jeremy holds the Helen Hamlyn Chair of Design at the Royal
College of Art and is a Visiting Fellow at the University of Oxford. Jeremy has published several influential books on workplace design and he sits
on the international advisory boards of design institutes in South Korea, Switzerland and Hong Kong

 Talent war: Can business win without a clear brand proposition?
A powerful brand proposition is more critical than ever. It shapes culture, secures clients, attracts talent – and keeps them. Brand is a key factor
in real estate and workplace design decisions that deliver growth. So, how can a brand led approach give you the strategic tools to win the war?

Apolline Picot, Creative Director APAC, Landor & Fitch
As Creative Director for APAC, Apolline supports driving Landor & Fitch’s strategic and creative vision. She has extensive experience designing
world-class workplace and retail projects in the region and across the globe. Apolline partners with some of the most iconic brands, including
Microsoft, Dell, Sephora, Shiseido, Khaadi, Birla Group, and Standard Chartered Bank, ensuring that the brands are at the heart of
inspiring spaces and experiences, and grounded in creativity, strategy, and technology to support business growth. Apolline has been named in
the top 10 of Asia’s best Future of Work Experts by SpeakIn, and her work for Microsoft Asia HQ has recently won in the Office Interior category at
the International Property Awards.

http://www.worktechevents.com/events/worktech22-tokyo/
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Sustained Innovation – A Different Approach
Innovation is uncertain. The simple conflict between performance today and the promise of performance tomorrow. Corporations try to innovate
and learn ‘that didn’t work, let’s not do it again.’ A different approach is required. Steve and Tom will talk about their experiences of creating
organizational cultures where innovation thrives.

Tom Pedersen, Founder and President, duXit
Tom Pedersen is the Founder and President of duXit, a consultancy specializing in leader development and aligning organization and talent
strategies. duXit develops leaders and top teams to take on the increasingly complex challenges of leading teams and organizations in Asia. Tom
has spent nearly 40 years in Asia, developing deep expertise in a host of senior human resource positions, and was most recently the Senior
Partner and Managing Director for Korn Ferry’s Leadership and Talent Consulting business in Japan.

Steve Monaghan, General Partner, FinMirai
Steve Monaghan is a General Partner at FinMirai, a Limited Partner and investment committee member in True Global Ventures, Vice Chairman of
Borderless Healthcare Mobile China, a Board Member of Pulse Global and a private investor in Artificial Intelligence, Life Sciences, Healthtech
and FinTech. Originally a commercial pilot, Steve has held senior corporate and banking roles in product, marketing, operations, innovation and
general management. He has worked for leading corporations and financial institutions including Dell, Compaq, Citigroup, OCBC, Shinsei, DBS
Bank, Riyad Bank and AIA. 

Michael Glazer, Senior Consultant, People Focus
Michael Glazer is a Certified Coach, Organizational Development Consultant, and Facilitator. His client work spans 15 countries across four
continents and focuses on helping leaders take care of people while taking care of business. He speaks English and Japanese and has worked
with leaders at major corporations, including Johnson & Johnson, Bayer, and Mitsubishi. Michael has also guest-lectured at Kyoto University and
at the United States Air Force Academy. Michael is a Japan business specialist. Through proven performance coaching, deep Japanese cultural
expertise and a versatile, research-backed operating system for mental fitness, Michael helps clients take care of people, including themselves,
while they take care of business. 

A Four-Day Future: The Case for a Shorter Working Week
In this presentation, Andrew Barnes will:
- Describe the background to 4 Day Week Global and the growing international four-day week movement
- Discuss the historical context to working time reduction, how the pandemic has disrupted societal and cultural norms, and in turn
turbocharged demand
- Describe our global pilot programs and research projects, including support provided, levels of participation, and some early research findings
- Detail why organizations are trialling or introducing shorter work weeks, and how they are doing it
- Discuss what this might mean for the future of work

Andrew Barnes, Architect of 4 Day Week, Founder of Perpetual Guardian
Innovator, entrepreneur and philanthropist Andrew Barnes has made a career of market-changing innovation and industry digitisation. Most
recently, in New Zealand, Andrew triggered a revolution of the entire fiduciary and legal services industries, and the transformation he has led as
the founder of Perpetual Guardian has positive implications both locally and globally (as evidenced by his announcement of the four-day week,
which made headlines around the world).

Understanding Collaboration Networks And What They Can Tell Us About The Office
In this talk, Arraz Makhzani, Head of Analytics at UnWork will explore how we can use novel data sources like Microsoft Viva Insights to uncover
hidden patterns of collaboration at work and how we can use those to plan, optimise and return to the office in the world of hybrid working.

Arraz Makhzani, Associate Director – Workplace Analytics, UnWork
Arraz supports UnWork in its research, workplace strategy and workplace analytics projects, in which he has worked with numerous companies
to help them understand their physical workspace and the future of work. He is interested in the interface between technology and behaviour, as
well as how workplace behaviour changes with new methods and technologies. 

http://www.worktechevents.com/events/worktech22-tokyo/
https://www.perpetualguardian.co.nz/
https://4dayweek.com/
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How To Enable Sustainable Work Life For Employees
Sustainable work-life is about enabling working and living conditions to support people in engaging and performing throughout an extended
working life. Making work sustainable requires technical and workplace design as a prerequisite to create high-quality jobs. Organizations all
over the world are transitioning back from remote working to hybrid working. The transition demands new technology, effective office space and
more collaboration. This session explores how best to create effective and sustainable organizational structures and workplaces of the future.
What can this mean for workplace experience, talent retention, productivity, and wellbeing? How do we measure what is great? How do we
successfully work across functional real estate, human resources (HR) and information technology (IT) to deliver it?

Louise Dyrendahl, Nordic Workforce Advisory Leader, EY Consulting
As partner at EY with more than 22 years in Consulting, I am passionate about helping clients become better at what they do. Be it a new, digital
strategy, process optimization or cloud implementation, I thrive in discussing and finding solutions to clients’ business issues at hand. I
currently manage the People Consulting / Workforce Advisory agenda in the Nordics, with a group of +120 highly skilled professionals. I manage
both large scale transformation programs and small projects. I love building strong teams that deliver visible outcomes, and have been awarded
for establishing and supporting global 2000 companies with high performing teams.

Listening for the Story
Over 31 years of designing work environments O+A developed a process for translating a company’s brand into physical spaces. It starts with
listening to the client. O+A’s CEO Primo Orpilla talks about how his firm uses brand analysis, storytelling, digital collaboration, and
customization to create workplaces that speak for themselves. With a growing number of projects in Asia and Australia, O+A continues to open
new doors.

Primo Orpilla, Founder, Studio O+A
Primo Orpilla is the co-founder of Studio O+A, a multi-disciplinary San Francisco design firm at the forefront of new thinking about work and
workplace. O+A’s groundbreaking designs for Netflix, adidas, McDonald’s, Yelp, Microsoft, Nike and many other companies have demonstrated
the power of design to make the work environment a catalyst for creativity and a vehicle for change. In addition to his firm’s commercial work,
Primo has overseen a diverse roster of experimental projects from pop-up art installations to speculative office prototypes to new wave furniture
design. When the pandemic necessitated a global shift to working from home, Primo directed a team to develop new space types for hybrid
offices and the next generation of work. A Toolkit for the Times and The Eco Playbook, two digital guides downloadable from O+A’s website,
were the result. A frequent lecturer on design and the future of workplace, Primo speaks at schools and design conferences globally,
encouraging young designers to make personal experience their model for creating a better world.

As well as providing consultation to office construction designs, Yuki is an editor for WORKSIGHT, an authoritative office-related research
magazine in Japan, and conducts international research on cutting-edge workplaces. His research encompasses both office spaces and all
other workspaces, including educational institutions such as universities, government offices, libraries, and other public spaces, plus third-
place community spaces such as co-working areas. Yuki regularly holds seminars regarding the trends and knowledge gained through his
research in seven Asian cities, including Singapore, Bangkok, and Kuala Lumpur. He completed a Master’s in Strategic Interior Design in 2019
at the IE School of Architecture & Design.

Worktech 22 Tokyo Wrap-up: Key considerations in designing the workplace of the future
The pandemic taught businesses around the world they need to be agile to respond to unexpected situations. In this presentation, Yuki
Kanamori discusses key learnings across Worktech Tokyo 22 sessions, including the latest updates in hybrid work, technological innovation, and
employee retention initiatives. He highlights key points to consider in post-pandemic workplace strategies, based on leading examples from
overseas.

Yuki Kanamori, WORKSTYLE RESEARCH LAB, Workplace Researcher and Editor, Kokuyo

http://www.worktechevents.com/events/worktech22-tokyo/

